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I have keenly experienced consciousness of myself today, at 81 years, exactly as I was
conscious of myself at 5 or 6 years. Consciousness is motionless. And it is only because of
its motionlessness that we are able to see the motion of that which we call time. If time
passes, it is necessary that there should be something which remains static. And it is
consciousness of self which is static. LEO TOLSTOI (1910)

Every life is many days, day after day. We walk through ourselves meeting robbers,
ghosts, giants, old men, young men, wives, widows, brothers-in-love, but always meeting
ourselves. JAMES JOYCE, ULYSSES (1922)

When On Kawara painted his first date painting on January 4, 1966,
he inaugurated the Today Series, an ongoing, open-ended work
now numbering more than 1,900 canvases. Many of these paint-
ings have been exhibited in series as extensive as one year’s production, and
many have entered public and private collections either singly, in pairs, or in
groups. In contrast to the other works that form part of Kawara’s total
oeuvre, the Today Series takes the form of traditional painting. While preserv-
ing the conventions of two-dimensionality, rectilinearity, and painted surface,
Oct. 31, 1978, Today Series (“Tuesday”) (fig. 1), acquired by the Art Institute
in 1980, exemplifies the way in which Kawara has redefined traditional
approaches to representational imagery. Furthermore, it raises the question of
its place within contemporary developments in painting and within the
broader spectrum of the artist’s aesthetic practice.

Each of Kawara’s paintings represents a single day—the one designated
by the actual date on which the work was made—and is considered by him to
be a single component or detail of the Today Series as a whole. Letters,
numerals, and punctuation marks, scaled to the size of the canvas, are placed
laterally across its center. Although they give the impression of having been
stenciled, the letters of the month, rendered in capitals and abbreviated when
necessary, along with the numbers of the day and year, are skillfully drawn by
hand in white upon a dark background. The typeface, subjectively chosen by
the artist, subtly varies among paintings but is not determined by an objec-
tively definable rationale or system. The earliest works in the series are a

FIGURE 1. On Kawara (Japanese, born 1933).
Liquitex on canvas; 153.8 x 227.3 cm. The
Art Institute of Chicago, Twentieth-Century
Purchase Fund (1980.2). For the last twenty-five
years, the Japanese conceptual artist On Kawara
has undertaken a series of paintings, each of
which records the date of its creation. Almost
every day, Kawara embarks on a new painting,
large or small in format, which he may or may
not finish by the end of the day. If he does not
finish the canvas in that day, it is destroyed.
cerulean blue, while others have been painted in red. For the most part, however, the background hues of the paintings tend to be dark gray-browns, gray-greens, or blues that verge on, but are never, black. Kawara applies four or five layers of paint to the background of each canvas and uses an additional six or seven layers of paint for the date. He obtains a rich matte surface but effaces all traces of the activity of brushwork.

Always horizontal in format, the Today Series, or so-called “date paintings,” may be one of eight predetermined sizes, the smallest being 8 x 10 inches (20.3 x 25.4 centimeters) and the largest 61 x 89 inches (155.8 x 227.3 centimeters), like the one belonging to the Art Institute. Aside from the fact that a work must be started and completed on the actual day of its date, the artist does not impose a preconceived system of production. When they are small, as many as three paintings may be created in a day; on other days, none may be painted at all. If not finished by the close of the day, the partially completed painting is destroyed. Kawara, whose work has been exhibited extensively in the United States, Europe, and his own native country, Japan, and who has been based in New York City since the mid-sixties, travels extensively. Thus, works of the easily manageable sizes are more likely to be executed when the artist is away from home.

The significance of these paintings lies in the fact that they depict not only a date, but also their own date. If, historically, paintings have been fixed in time by a date on the front or back of the canvas, the date itself for Kawara becomes the subject of the painting and the sole embodiment of the work’s figurative imagery. Each date painting, moreover, is unique if only by virtue of its particular date. Despite the fact that paintings of dates necessarily resemble each other, no combination of numerical or letter forms can ever be identical with another. Letters and numbers, which may be perceived as independent objects, allow an otherwise immaterial date to assume material form. The date paintings thus succeed in turning abstract, temporal measurement into the concrete reality of painting.

Because of their thematic involvement with temporality, the Today Series may tangentially be compared to the much earlier, nineteenth-century serial paintings of Claude Monet—to the fifteen Haystacks of 1890-91, for example.

FIGURE 2. Installation view of eight paintings from a series of fifteen Haystacks that Claude Monet painted in 1890–91, shown in the exhibition “A Day in the Country: Impressionism and the French Landscape,” on display at The Art Institute of Chicago in 1984–85. In addition to haystacks, Monet used a number of subjects for his series paintings, including poplars, cliffs, water lilies, and Rouen Cathedral. Within each series, Monet explored the effect of time on a scene in nature.
(see fig. 2). By working in series, Monet sought to capture the infinite, fleeting qualities of observed reality engendered by the ceaseless, but momentary, shifts in light—and, by extension, the passage of time—within the static format of multiple canvases. Kawara, quite differently, is not concerned with the specific effects of changing times on a given subject, as was Monet, but seeks instead to depict the notion of time itself.

The paintings of Kawara also may be viewed in comparison with the number and alphabet paintings of the mid to late 1950s by Jasper Johns (see fig. 3). For Johns, as for Kawara, the numeral or letter offered an already flat, abstract form as a subject for delineation, and, in the work of both artists, these symbols achieve a visual self-sufficiency. With regard to the work of Johns, as opposed to that of Kawara, the number or letter is absorbed into the dominant materiality of paint and brushwork. Johns subordinated numerical or lexical symbols to the demands of painterliness rather than to the demands of quantification or semantics. In canvases by Kawara, however, numbers and letters retain their informational purpose. If, for Johns, numbers and letters used as formal images primarily played a painterly role, for Kawara they maintain their symbolic function within the structure of a given date, as well as within the structure of the painted surface per se.

The *Today Series* reflects Kawara's understanding of the critical issues associated with painting that, as of the late 1950s and early 1960s, confronted artists internationally. The date paintings acknowledge and elaborate upon the significant ideas of artists such as Frank Stella or Robert Ryman in America, or Piero Manzoni in Europe, while they introduce original and unprecedented considerations of their own. At the end of the 1950s, in the wake of Abstract Expressionism and the School of Paris, a number of artists sought to revitalize painting, having found that the gestural handling of paint characteristic of the decade had been drained of its original power and

---

**FIGURE 3.** Jasper Johns (American, born 1930). *0 through 9*, 1959. Encaustic and collage on canvas; 52 x 89 cm. Aachen, Neue Galerie, Sammlung Ludwig. Photo courtesy of the Leo Castelli Gallery, New York. In his number and alphabet paintings of the 1950s, Johns used a painterly style to represent abstract symbols. Much of the interest in Johns's *0 through 9* lies in its bold brushwork; in contrast, Kawara's date paintings disguise the artist's hand, thereby emphasizing the informational aspect of the subject matter.
Kawara's date paintings are not unlike Stella's black paintings of the late 1950s and Robert Ryman's post-1957 paintings (see fig. 5) in their preoccupation with issues of representation. *Clinton Plaza* makes no clear reference to a reality outside the work itself, leaving the viewer to wonder about the role of illusion in art.

meaning. Speaking in general terms, it may be said that a number of artists on both sides of the Atlantic during this period sought to define a pictorial surface as something totally separate from any reality external to it. For this reason, these artists aimed to negate forms of expression overtly possessing emotional or transcendental overtones.

The question of how to make a painting that might exist as its own, nonreferential reality may be seen as the most crucial consideration of the years just prior to Kawara's first date painting. An often quoted statement of Frank Stella's is that in his paintings "only what can be seen is there," and that there is nothing there "besides the paint on the canvas." This statement succinctly summarizes the goals of those artists desiring to remove personal and illusionistic references from painting. Stella's black paintings of 1958–60 (see fig. 4), for example, display neither figurative representation nor hierarchical compositional arrangement. They seek to conceal signs of the artist's intervention into the process of creation by eliminating the brushstroke with its tell-tale evidence of the artist's hand. Foreground and background merge in works that attempt to abolish illusionism of any kind.
Similarly, Robert Ryman took issue with earlier concepts of painting, maintaining as well that “what painting is, is exactly what people see.” Since 1957, he has devoted himself to paintings whose “image” is the paint surface itself once it has been applied to its support (see fig. 5). “There is never a question of what to paint,” according to Ryman, “but only how to paint. The how of painting has always been the image—the end product.” Paintings by Ryman are purely self-referential in as much as they reflect only upon the activity behind their own painting. Canvases covered in white acrylic suggest the endless variation of surface texture brought about by the application of paint. In works by Ryman, this application is observed as being the visual end itself.

Before his death in 1963 at the age of thirty, Piero Manzoni had come to certain far-reaching conclusions, as his “Achrome” (meaning “no color”) paintings attest. With the advent of his first Achrome in 1957, Manzoni began to realize the principles of his painting, later expressed in his 1960 text, “Free Dimension”:

It is not a question of shaping things, nor of articulating messages . . . . For are not fantasising, abstraction and self-expression empty fictions? There is nothing to be said: there is only to be, to live.

Rather than being painted, each Achrome simply came “to be.” The first Achromes were made from canvas squares, which were soaked in the white, water-absorbant clay known as kaolin and then glued together side by side. When dry, the kaolin-soaked canvas became an earthy presence. Manzoni embraced a range of different materials—from cloth to fur to kaolin-covered bread rolls—in his quest for a “white surface that is simply a white surface.

**Figure 5.** Robert Ryman (American, born 1930). *The Elliott Room: Charter V,* 1987. Acrylic on fiberglass with aluminum; 243 x 243 cm. The Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of Gerald S. Elliott (1990.132.5). Since the early 1960s, Robert Ryman has painted exclusively in white, exploring the subtlety of its hues and creating works that invite contemplative attention to the nature and texture of their painted surface.
and nothing else.” Although their means are as disparate as their results, artists like Stella, Ryman, and Manzoni have in common the basic motive of endowing painting with its own reality, exempt from any figurative, compositional, or psychological references.

Works in Kawara’s Today Series dispense with illusionistic reference in a manner parallel to the paintings of these three artists. The letters and numbers of the day’s date replace traditional imagery and composition. Instead, the placement and resulting “configuration” of abstract symbols lead naturally to “figuration,” while the conventions of composition yield to the demands of “composing” the date. Kawara’s paintings, like those of Stella, Ryman, or Manzoni, are self-sufficient and self-reflexive statements. The elements of each date serve as the curvilinear and linear parts of a coherent visual whole. In the sense that one cannot actually “see” a date, the paintings offer no information about their relationship to external reality, but within the confines of the painted canvas, the date—otherwise a mere abstraction—assumes a concrete form and shape. Within the very content of the work, therefore, the Today Series demonstrates how a painting can be a self-reliant presence, independent of (yet not disregarding) external points of reference. By virtue of existing as a date, each painting by Kawara asserts that it is “present,” although paradoxically its date, perforce, refers to a time already past (see fig. 6).

The solid background hue of each date painting varies slightly from day to day and may change from gray to blue or, occasionally, to red so that the
question arises as to what role color performs in these works. Stella's early black paintings, Ryman's white paintings, and Manzoni's "colorless" works similarly aim to avoid the representational, symbolic, or emotional associations that color can create. In the late 1950s, the issue of color was explicitly dealt with in contrasting manners by Ad Reinhardt in America and by Yves Klein in Europe. Their similar use of one hue bears comparison with the single background color of Kawara's date paintings, although in each instance their ultimate intentions differ.

Whereas Reinhardt after 1953 began to paint only with black in order to employ, like Manzoni, a "noncolor," Klein after 1957 turned to the almost exclusive use of the deep, electric cobalt blue now known as "International Klein Blue." With the desire to eradicate all extraneous and distracting visual elements from painting, Reinhardt sought the reduction of color to noncolor by pushing it to the edge of perception (see fig. 7). Klein operated in quite the opposite spirit, attempting to elevate color to mythical proportions while claiming that "through color, I experience a complete identification with space, I am truly free." Reinhardt wrote that "there is something wrong, irresponsible and mindless about color, something impossible to control." Klein, however, declared that "before the colored surface one finds oneself directly before the matter of the soul." From opposite vantage points, both artists defined painting as a reality unto itself, with Reinhardt wishing to distill it to its own essence and Klein believing that "paintings are living, autonomous presences." Reinhardt viewed color as an interference in the expression of purity, while Klein considered it the means of envisioning an infinite and immaterial reality outside of "the psychological world of our inherited optics."
Kawara’s attitude toward color falls in between the opposing aesthetic positions of Reinhardt and Klein. In contrast to both, Kawara makes no claim for color in either a positive or negative way. He neither attempts to suppress it nor does he espouse a belief in its power to surpass mundane reality. Color, for Kawara, indicates the subtraction of light. The white lettering and colored background of the date paintings, alludes, in essence, to the contrast between the light of day and the dark of night. While color lends definition to objects, it may also carry with it symbolic or emotional associations; but in Kawara’s work, color does not carry such associations, and can be analyzed, finally, only in terms of saturation, value, or hue. Within its painted context, the color of each work is as unequivocal as its date, and no two paintings are exactly alike.

The question of how color might relate to the events of the day or to Kawara’s state of mind—the question, that is, of why the artist chooses a certain color for a date painting—cannot be definitively answered. Whether a date painting is bright red or dark blue or one of many dark grays makes no thematic difference except for the fact of difference itself. Slight changes from one gray to another, as well as greater shifts from gray to blue or red, spare these works from any dogmatism. Rather, the background color of the date paintings, unspecified with regard to particular associations, allows for infinite diversity. A red or blue is as meaningful as one of the many varied tones of gray found in the majority of date paintings.

By imposing limits but not restrictions on his choice of color, Kawara establishes an endless potential for nuance. The unlimited variation of color means that the artist’s choice of shade or hue loses its explicit meaning. Subjectivity and objectivity of selection cancel out each other, for the subtle differentiation in color leads to the appearance of sameness while simulta-
neously disproving it. Because pigmentation is an element of perception that "colors" whatever is seen in an inexplicable but multifaceted manner, the color of each date painting, like its date, may elicit certain thoughts but remains a quality unto itself without referring to particular ideas or feelings. The indeterminable degree to which physiological and psychological factors play a part in human vision thus enhances the dual sense of factual immediacy and impenetrable mystery manifested by these works.

Kawara's date paintings are based on a reality experienced as the temporal segments that record the continuous change from night to day and vice versa. Each work possesses a subtitle and, also, is accompanied either by a hand-made cardboard box that contains a newspaper of that day from the city where the work was painted (see fig. 8), or by a portion of a newspaper page that is glued to the inside lid of the box (see fig. 9). The subtitles range in content from long quotations to short phrases, from a notation of a personal thought to an international event. In recent years, they merely have stated the day of the week. The box affirms the painting's definition as an object in its own right, while the subtitles and newspaper anchor the work of art to — while juxtaposing it with — the existing, daily reality.

The inclusion of a newspaper or section of a newspaper in the box belonging to each painting accentuates the dichotomy between art and everyday actuality while simultaneously linking them together. The fact that the

FIGURE 9. On Kawara. Dec. 17, 1979, Today Series ("Monday") (with cardboard box and newspaper), 1979. Liquitex on canvas; 46.2 x 61.7 cm. New York, The Museum of Modern Art, Blanchette Rockefeller Fund. As this figure shows, a date painting may be displayed in conjunction with its accompanying newspaper and box.
boxed newspaper may or may not be exhibited with its painting emphasizes the independence and interdependence of the two. Since the early part of this century, when Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso introduced newsprint into their collages (papiers collés), the daily newspaper has acted as a representative from the nonart, material world, as distinct from the fictional world of the painted canvas or drawing. In Bottle of Vieux Marc, Glass, Newspaper of 1913 (fig. 10), Picasso, interestingly enough, curtailed the word “Journal” (newspaper) to “Jour” (day), perhaps as an “in” joke within the work, since the penciled bottle of marc is “vieux” (old) while the newsprint pertains to that day. In contradistinction to the artists of Cubist collage, who integrated newspaper fragments into an overall pictorial fabric, Kawara deliberately keeps the newspaper physically separate from the painting. Metaphorically drawing a distinct line between the reality of art and nonart, Kawara nonetheless refers to their “real,” if intangible, connection. Painting and newspaper are thus cross-referenced by Kawara without being literally grafted together.

The newspaper accompanying the date paintings grounds them in the world of constant flux and continuing events (as opposed to the supposed “timeless” context of art). In this regard, one is reminded of paintings by Andy Warhol of the early 1960s that depict front-page headlines from tab-
loids or newspapers (see fig. 11). In Warhol's case, the newspaper provided already existing mass-produced, gripping, nonart imagery with an emphasis on shock-value. For Kawara, the newspaper is not subject matter for direct translation into painting as it is for Warhol, but rather is a temporal gauge of ongoing, daily reality. The newspaper is part of a date painting in its entirety, but remains in its own nonart domain at the same time, thereby providing a link to those phenomena—however down-to-earth yet ungraspable they may be—that, available to all, transpire from day to day. In addition, the conjunction of newspaper and date painting substitutes for the artist's handwritten signature an "authoritative" mark of validation based on real, if sensational, occurrences.

Transitional works by Kawara of the early 1960s suggest artistic interests that would culminate in the date paintings. A work entitled Nothing, Something, Everything (fig. 12), for example—one of hundreds of drawings of this period—anticipates the Today Series in various ways. Black, Letraset, capital letters form the word "something." A pencil line encloses the letters within a rectangular perimeter that follows the shape of the paper. The word "some-
Early in his career, Kawara began to use language as a subject for his drawings and other works. The word “something” here exists outside a clear verbal context, and therefore assumes a compelling visual dimension.

A drawing entitled Egg (1964), whose capital letters, outlined in pencil, nearly fill a rectangular penciled boundary, and a 1964 drawing called Rulers, depicting two suspended yardsticks, similarly set the stage for Kawara’s major work to come. The three letters spelling “egg” proclaim their independence as visual elements that still partake in the creation of verbal meaning. Rulers subtly confronts the question of perspective and illusion. The yardsticks, drawn in pencil, appear to hang at different distances from the spectator, in the space of a sketchily implied room, because the left-hand ruler, appearing closer, is longer than the right-hand one. By having drawn tools, which in practical life convey precise information about reality, Kawara points to the paradoxical nature of two-dimensional representation. In this drawing the two rulers have significance solely as pictorial elements, and not as useful implements that register distance factually. As such, they “rule out,” so to speak, the false rendition of three-dimensional space by revealing its fictitious nature. In these early works, image and language merge as “something” or “egg” on the pictorial plane, which, as Rulers reminds us, remains...
flat despite its potential ability to deceive. Having rejected the use of illusionistic devices, these drawings foreshadow the literal and factual quality of the ensuing date paintings.

Other works preceding the date paintings, such as Questions: “Give Sentences...” (fig. 13) and Code (1965), lend further insight into Kawara’s artistic method. The former work presents two columns of different idioms, handwritten within a square, using the verb “to take” as a point of departure for phrases such as to take off, to take out, to take part in, etc. Written above the two columns is the directive, “Give sentences with the following.” Provided with the building blocks for producing endless sentences, the viewer nonetheless has access only to what is visibly there, to the pattern made by the handwritten words. The latter work, Code, translates the text of a narrative into horizontal lines comprised of colored markings. Resembling a kind of generic script, they forfeit their original verbal content. Even if a computer were to break the code by translating the colors determined by the artist into words, the answer to the question, inherent in this piece, as to what distinguishes one form of meaning from another—the verbal or the visual—would not ultimately be answered. Evolving from works such as these, the date

**FIGURE 13.** On Kawara. Questions: “Give Sentences...” 1964. Pencil on paper; 35.5 x 43 cm. Photo courtesy of the artist. Kawara’s understanding of the visual patterning of words is evident in this early work, where the myriad possibilities for sentences with the verb “to take” are listed matter-of-factly.
FIGURE 14. On Kawara. I Got Up at 10.18 A.M., 1976. Rubber-stamped ink on postcard. Photo courtesy of the artist. For eleven years, Kawara sent a series of postcards to selected people announcing when he began each day. Each of Kawara's postcards and telegrams (see fig. 15) marked clearly the date and place of its origin, and functioned as part of an ongoing series.

Paintings by Kawara, with their stark and striking presentation of the date on which each was created, point to the moment of their genesis and thus demarcate their own place within the span of history. If, on one level, a date is mute as an image, on another level it stands for the infinite number of events—from the most personal to the most universal—that “take place” on specific dates. Like temporal signposts, the date paintings emblematically punctuate their environment, whether they are inserted into the midst of other works of art or isolated on a wall by themselves.

By means of his art, Kawara brings time—which may be thought of as the major organizational force behind human experience and consciousness—into tangible, representational view. In addition to the Today Series, Kawara's activity as an artist encompasses a number of other significant, ongoing works that similarly seek to position themselves—and by extension, the viewer—with reference to his own, ultimately finite lifespan, invisibly set
against the background of spatial and temporal infinity. Since 1966, in tandem with the introduction of the date paintings, Kawara has maintained a series of loose-leaf notebooks that comprise a work entitled *I Read*. Sequential pages, correlated with each day of the year on which he has made a painting, contain clippings from the daily press, which Kawara glues on a single, standard sheet of ordinary graph paper stamped with the day, month, and year. The early clippings for *I Read* provided Kawara with the subtitles for the paintings of that particular day and, in this way, initially inspired the idea for this work. Additionally, the clippings are taken from newspapers published in the place where the date painting was done.

Furthermore, each day since 1968 Kawara has kept a similar series of notebooks to form the work *I Went*, as well as a work in the same notebook format called *I Met*. The former group of notebook volumes contains a record of the artist’s itinerary that he marks in red ink on a xeroxed map of the city where he happens to be. Documenting his daily course along city streets, Kawara translates his movement from one destination to another (necessitated by errands, sightseeing, or the normal demands of life in general) into the planar linearity of drawing. The latter set of volumes consist of individual pages, also stamped with the date, on which Kawara has typed the name(s) of anyone known to him whom he might have encountered throughout the twenty-four hour period. In this work, language, in place of line, reveals those points of interpersonal contact that connect over time to form a social framework for individual existence. Kept together by the artist, these three works (*I Read, I Went, and I Met*) bring abstract time into view vis-à-vis the concrete reality of people, places, or events by utilizing available systems of representation—the news media, maps, or proper names—to formally convey their content.

Kawara also takes advantage of existing modes of communication to deliver, quite literally, his aesthetic message. From 1968 until 1979, he consistently mailed a series of postcards, one per day, to two selected people. In
every case, the cards present a typical, horizontal scene from, or overview of, the place where Kawara was living or visiting at the time (see fig. 14). The recipient of a card would thus be informed as to the artist’s geographical whereabouts by means of a pictorial short-hand image from a particular location. On the other side of the card, Kawara stamped the time, to the exact minute, at which he started the day, prefaced by “I got up at.” The custom of sending postcards, in essence, provided him with a method for questioning the “timelessness” of art, allowing him instead to emphasize its potential as a vehicle for communication and representation over its (market) value as a permanent, precious object.  

Telegrams (and, more recently, Mailgrams), which Kawara has sent intermittently since 1970 to selected recipients, likewise rely on modern-day modes of communication (see fig. 15). The urgent message from the artist reads, “I am still alive,” reminding the receiver of the brevity of individual existence. Kawara demonstrates, as well, the fact that a work of art need not be restricted to traditional representational forms, or exist as a singular and unique object, or be acquired through the commercial channels of buying and selling.

Two works, One Million Years—Past (fig. 16) and One Million Years—Future (fig. 17), convey the vast, yet measurable, expanse of time from 998031 B.C. through A.D. 1969 and from A.D. 1981 through 1001980. Nine rows of sequentially typed columns of individual years, separated by decade, cover the white, 8½ x 11-inch pages that are contained within the two sets of notebooks, numbering ten volumes apiece. By representing the last one million years and the next million to follow within the real space of a book or, more precisely, within a “volume,” in the double sense of the word, Kawara imbues the otherwise immaterial concept of time with concrete materiality. As in all of his works, numbers and letters fuse their symbolic, representational purpose with their function as visual shapes. In this way, Kawara integrates physical form with thematic content in the realization of works that illustrate the human capacity to grasp time and space in abstract, visible terms.
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